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The number of players on blockchain is increasing 
every minute, but they do not enjoy the current 
games.

Games on blockchain are di!cult to understand 
for those who do not have much gaming
experience and games are focused only on men.

Many times users lose everything invested, due to 
poor management of the internal economy by the 
development team.

Blockchain gaming players don't get as much fun 
gaming experiences as the traditional market.
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Sugar Kingdom is:Sugar Kingdom is:

It is an engaging 
game mechanism, 
which users love.

Universally validated, 
simple and known 

to all gamers.
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Sugar Kingdom is:Sugar Kingdom is:

It is not a niche 
game, it is suitable 

for any type of 
player.

It has professional 
management of the 

economy of the 
game.
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Sugar Kingdom It is not a game 
only for those blockchain users, but 
it can introduce this technology to 
millions of users around the world.

Inspired by the worldwide
successful concept of a Candyland.

Enjoy the most engaging puzzle 
game, easy to understand.

Play, earn, compete and bet!

Why us?Why us?
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Video: https://vimeo.com/647297184 

To be the most played game in the 
“play to earn” ecosystem.

Our goalOur goal
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YOU DESERVE SOMETHING SWEET!YOU DESERVE SOMETHING SWEET!

- SWEET MODE: PVE (MVP TO LAUNCH) -
- DUEL MODE: PVP (PLAY TO EARN) -
- SAVAGE MODE: PVP (WITH BETS) -
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You don't have to play for 
long hours to progress
(just a minute).

Both men and women can 
really have fun (it's really 
entertaining).

You don't need to be a 
professional gamer
(everyone can play it).

Reinvest earnings
(staking & NFTs).

Try it for free
(zero entry barriers).
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The cryptocurrency market in general, enjoys an 
annual increase in its total capitalization of more 
than 543% from 10/4/2020 to 10/4/2021.

However, the growth in the blockchain gaming 
sector is more powerful.

The sum of the total capitalization of the 4 most 
successful blockchain gaming projects, had an 
increase of 533.02% only in the last three months 
(from 7/4/2021 to 10/4/2021).

The global gaming industry, which is directly 
estimated at 200B, was also extremely benefited 
thanks to the restrictions and new forms of
interaction that were consequences of COVID 19.

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/global-gaming-
industry-value-now-exceeds-300-billion-new-accenture-
report-finds.htm

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-
insights/blog/global-console-mobile-and-pc-gaming-
drives-175b-in-content-revenue-in-2020

https://coinmarketcap.com
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GLOBAL GAMING MARKET DIRECT REVENUE:GLOBAL GAMING MARKET DIRECT REVENUE:

The revenue of the global gaming market is in a clearly upward trend, this is 
a positive sign for the blockchain gaming ecosystem.
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MARKET CAP OF PLAY-TO-EARN TOKENSMARKET CAP OF PLAY-TO-EARN TOKENS

Our achievable estimate, based on the acquisition cost per user, number of 
users in circulation and total capital locked in smart contracts in the games 
category.

Serviceable Available Market:
Capitalization of the main tokens of the "Play to Earn" ecosystem 

listed in coinmarketcap, excluding the NFT market (1)

Share of Available Market:
Total Cap of CANDY TOKEN.

(1): https://coinmarketcap.com
- Date November 21, 2021 -
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ObjectivesObjectives

Initial PhaseInitial Phase Consolidation PhaseConsolidation Phase Expansion PhaseExpansion Phase

StrategyStrategy

• Build and strengthen traction 
channels.

• Generate a quick sales cycle.

• Building Sugar Kingdom 
core community members.

• Collect feedback to adjust the 
strategy based on consumer 

wishes.

• Improve the conversion rate 
of non-investor users.

• Generate more traction and 
brand development.

• Grow community base.

• Acquire more active players, 
create loyalty and obtain 

more partners.

• New exchange listing.

• Expand market size to new 
countries.

• Exponential users growth.

• Increase in total value 
locked on the platform.

• Airdrop events to establish 
the brand in the mass market.

• Quality animated content, 
such as promotional videos, 

o!cial teasers.

• AMA events.

• Collaborations with
influencers (NFT gamers & 

Crypto) Crypto media coverage.

• Extremely attractive rewards 
for early adopters.

• Unconventional PR to grab 
the audience's attention.

• New gaming features 
release.

• More community events.

• More publications in the 
most  important media of 

the ecosystem.

• More influencers
awareness (NFT gamers & 

Crypto).

• Appointment of o!cial 
streamers.

• Maintain a high in-game 
rewards to attract new players.

• Get listed on 
top tier crypto exchanges.

• More well-established
partnerships.

• Incorporation of fiat 
money payment gateways.

• Incorporation of bets within 
the platform, attracting new 

users.
• Communications to the 

community using animations.
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AgeAge

GenderGender

GeographyGeography

Social ClassSocial Class

DesiresDesires

Being a Hyper-Casual game with the use of cryptocurrencies, we have 
a wide target, our clients are people from 18 to 55 years old.

55% women, 45% men (Unlike other games, Sugar Kingdom is a 
very attractive proposition for women)

Sugar Kingdom not only targets players from South East Asia and South 
America (for its play-to-earn feature), but also it has great potential to 
impact Europe, United States, China and Japan (thanks to the fact that 
it is inspiring in a globally validated game)

Sugar Kingdom appeals to a wide range of social class. There is a 
specific economy incentive mechanism that can fit to any player’s
average income.

Quick access to the game, zero barriers to entry, fun and prizes.
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TOTAL FIXED SUPPLY OF CANDY TOKEN: 100.000.000
In case of undelivered tokens, they will be burned

STAKING 26.000.000

P2E 14.000.000

PROJECT GROWTH 14.500.000

TEAM 12.000.000

ADVISORS 6.000.000

PUBLIC SALE 3.500.000

STRATEGIC SALE 11.000.000

SEED SALE 6.500.000

LIQUIDITY PROVISION 5.000.000

AIRDROP 1.500.000

STAKING 26.000.000

P2E 14.000.000

PROJECT GROWTH 14.500.000

TEAM 12.000.000

ADVISORS 6.000.000

PUBLIC SALE 3.500.000

STRATEGIC SALE 11.000.000

SEED SALE 6.500.000

LIQUIDITY PROVISION 5.000.000

AIRDROP 1.500.000
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ALOCATION TYPEALOCATION TYPE TOKEN AMOUNTTOKEN AMOUNT DEFINITIONDEFINITION VESTING PERIOD
& MONTHLY

UNLOCK RATE

VESTING PERIOD
& MONTHLY

UNLOCK RATE

PERCENTAGE OF THE
ENTIRE SUPPLY

PERCENTAGE OF THE
ENTIRE SUPPLY

TOTAL UNLOCK - 13 MONTHS: 
6% TGE - 4 months cliff-12% 

per month after cliff

TOTAL UNLOCK - 5 MONTHS: 
20% TGE - 20% per month.

STRATEGIC RELEASE AS PER 
MARKET DEMAND

Delivered in the following scheme: -45% 
the first year -27% the second year                   

-18% the third year -10% the fourth year

Delivered in the following scheme: -45% the 
first year -27% the second year                   

-18% the third year -10% the fourth year

Lock 6 months / unlock 5% per 
month

Lock 7 months / unlock 5% per 
month

Lock 7 months / unlock 5% 
per month

10% 1 month after TGE - 6 
months cliff - 5% per month 

after cliff

SEED SALE

STRATEGIC 
SALE

PUBLIC SALE

LIQUIDITY 
PROVISION

STAKING

P2E

PROJECT 
GROWTH

TEAM

ADVISORS

AIRDROP

6,5% 6.500.000

11%

3,5%

5%

26%

14%

14,5%

12%

6%

1,5%

11.000.000

3.500.000

5.000.000

26.000.000

14.000.000

14.500.000

12.000.000

6.000.000

1.500.000

Seed sale of CANDY 
TOKEN to early investors

Private sale of CANDY 
TOKEN to strategic 

partners

TOTAL UNLOCK - 11 MONTHS: 
10% TGE - 3 months cliff - 13% 

per month

Public sale of CANDY token 
(launchpad)

Used to create the 
CANDY-BUSD liquidity pair

In the "Sweet Staking" 
mode, it will be delivered 

for CANDY staking

Rewards for players 
(in-game matches)

Use for the growth and 
strengthening of the project 

at a strategic level

Founders and
development team

Important strategic 
actors that collaborate 

with the project

Airdrop to encourage the 
creation of the core 

community
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CANDY TOKEN CIRCULATION SCHEDULE
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Alejandro Sagula
Blockchain Technical Advisor

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/alejandro-sagu-
la-7041815/

Alejandro is one of the pillars in 
the technical aspect of the "Jasper 
blockchain", a blockchain project 
of great impact and international 

relevance.

Timo Trippler
Fundraising & Commercial

Strategy Adv.
Timo is the CEO of ADAX.PRO, one 

of the most promising and 
validated projects on the Cardano 

network. 
He is also an expert in launching 

ICOs and funding strategies.

Francisco Linzuain
CEO

Entrepreneur and lawyer, previous 
founder of two successful 

companies (with experience in 
international trade deals with large 
companies) and former top player 

of Metin 2 in his youth.

JP Fernandez
Business Strategy & Media Adv.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
jp-fernandez/

Juan Pablo is a successful
entrepreneur and strategist, with 
great trajectory in the blockchain 

industry, and inherence in the areas 
of communication in several 

companies of massive impact, such 
as Cointelegraph.

Marcelo Crespo
Art Director

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
marcelo-crespo-9162575b/

Marcelo is a talented artist of great 
experience, who brings his 

creativity and expertise as the
di"erentiating factor to generate a 
top quality product. Today he also 

works as Head of Design in the 
successful blockchain project

"The Sandbox".

Adrian Pariente
Tech Lead

https://www.linkedin.com/in/a-
drian-pariente-carracedo/

Adrian is a one man army, expert in 
game development, with

experience in the development and 
successful launch of 4 video games 
for android and iOs with more than 
2.000.000 downloads. Also with 

experience in Web3
technologies.
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Santiago Perez
CPO

Santiago is a renowned game
designer, passionate about the 

match-3 methodology. For several 
years, he has specialized in

perfecting the application of this 
game logic, being an expert in this 

field.

Federico Sabureau
CTO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
juan-federico-sabu-
reau-515902168/

Federico has extensive experience 
in managing and coordinating 

teams, having successfully 
developed a software factory with 

international clients.

Juan Tapia
Technical Infrastructure Adv.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
juanadriantapia/

Juan is the head of the software 
and infrastructure area of the 

retirement system in Argentina, 
also with great experience and 

passion for blockchain technology, 
considered an expert in this area.

José Ignacio Mazzara
Technical Lead Advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/i-
mazzara/

José Ignacio is one of the most 
talented, knowledgeable and

experienced people in the
blockchain gaming sector. With 

great skills in analyzing objectives.

Juan Ignacio De Marco
Sound Designer & Development

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
juanigdemarco/

Juan Ignacio has great talent when 
it comes to music, art and sound. 
He is in charge of choosing and 

creating all the sounds and voices 
used in the game, to generate an 

immersive experience.

Goran Blazevich
Game Designer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
goran-blazevich-504707122/

Goran is a young man passionate 
about the gaming industry, winner 

of game jams and with a strong 
commitment to teamwork. 
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Dr. Denis Znamenskiy
Business Strategy &
Management Adv.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
denisznamenskiy/

Denis is currently the CEO of
Demole.io (a very successful

blockchain gaming project). He is a 
highly experienced and talented 

executive.

Shahzaib Ali
Business Lead Adv.

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/itsshahzaib/

Shahzaib is the CEO and Founder 
of Monsters Clan, a one of the most 

relevant NFTs games in the 
ecosystem, his valuable advice 

ensures the success and impact of 
Sugar Kingdom!

Pekka Kelkka
Business Development &
Project Growth Advisor

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/pekkakelkka/

Pekka is a highly experienced
consultant and public speaker, with 

several years of experience in 
blockchain and a great talent in 

planning and executing
high-impact digital business

strategies.

Arnaldo Corzo
Unity Developer &
Back End Engineer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/a-
ferrercrafter/

Arnaldo is a successful software 
engineer, with tremendous skills 

and proven experience in 
high-impact international projects.

Ariel Jaimez
Software Architect &
Blockchain Developer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/a-
riel-jaimez-218b897/

Ariel is a talented back-end
engineer and software architect 

with more than 20 years of 
experience in managing di"erent 

areas of development.

Pablo Moauro
CFO

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/pablo-moau-
ro-71a9276a/

Pablo is the Chief Economist of the 
Argentine Bank Association. Being 

the head of the monetary policy 
analysis and definition of strategic 
issues, his experience ensures the 
economic sustainability of Sugar 

Kingdom!
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Christian Kuroki
Blockchain DevOps

Specialist Adv.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
christiankuroki/

Christian is an expert in the field of 
blockchain, having worked for

large-scale projects in recognized 
companies

Kirubakaran Reddy
Marketing & Fundraising

Strategist

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ki-
rubakaranreddy/

Kirubakaran invested into many 
promising blockchain projects and 

advise them in fundraising,
business development, community 

growth and go-to market
strategies.

Hugo Foncea
Back end Lead

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/hugo-foncea-a9403a48/

Hugo is passionate about 
innovation and new technologies, 
certified by Microsoft in 1998, he 

has 30 years of experience 
developing software for companies 
in the financial and administrative 
fields. He is a genius on the back 

end.

Prince Hernandez
Sr. Front end Developer

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/princehernandez/

Prince is an expert Front End 
developer, with solid knowledge in 

disruptive and emerging 
technologies such as Web3 and 
React. With experience in the 

blockchain world, he has also been 
working for the world leader in 

Bitcoin ATMs, Coinsource. 

Henry Suarez
Sr. Front End Developer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/h-
enrysuarezv/

Henry is a highly experienced and 
talented software developer. 

Having used di"erent 
technologies, he has incorporated 
knowledge in multiple areas. His 

talent is indisputable.

Marcelo Cotrofe
Sr. Software Engineer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
marcelo-cotrofe-22b15241/

Marcelo is a developer with a lot 
of experience and background in 

Unity AR/VR development, in 
addition to back end technologies 

such as Java. He previously 
worked on "The Sandbox".
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Angel Tremosa
Sr. Technical Artist

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/angel-tremo-
sa-86807a33/

Angel is a passionate and very 
talented artist. He captures his 
vision in unique pieces that are 
used within the Sugar Kingdom, 
giving the user a product of the 

highest quality.

Aixa Ostuvald Lorenz
Artist 2D and UI Designer

https://www.linkedin.-
com/in/aixa-ostuvald-lo-
renz-602554205/

Aixa is a conceptual artist dedicated 
to her work with various graphic 
styles, which allows her to have a 
wide variety of options regarding 

digital concepts. She highlights her 
creativity and keen eye by bringing 

fantastic characters and unique 
settings to life.

Santiago Quinzan
UX UI Designer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
santiagogutierrezquinzan/

Santiago is a talented graphic 
designer, his professionalism and 
good practices stand out when 

applied to any design and product. 
He is always willing to raise 

standards and in constant search 
of new challenges, providing the 

best quality in each design.

Mariano Di Pietrantonio
Marketing Lead Advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
mariano-di-pietranto-
nio-0ab4a023/

Mariano used to be the Senior Marketing 
Manager at MakerDAO, and currently 
holds the position of Co-Founder and 

Head Of Strategy at Maker Growth. He is 
one of the most experienced individuals 
in the world of blockchain, advising and 

supporting Sugar Kingdom on the 
strategies to develop.

Damian Gonzalez
Cloud Engineer Manager

https://www.linkedin.com/in/-
damian-gonzalez-05702676/o-
verlay/photo/

Damian is an expert developer in 
infrastructure and Cloud Dev Ops. 
He works with technologies like 

Aws, Terraform and Docker.
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